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Introduction
The structure of the paper this year was consistent with previous years. Command words
used in questions have not changed and allow candidates to answer questions using
a variety of techniques. However, a number of expectations are always required from
candidates. Question 1, as always, was generic and not based on a specific business.
Questions 2, 3 and 4 were based on real businesses and required candidates to apply their
knowledge. Many candidates continue to struggle to do this and therefore cannot score full
marks in many of these questions. This issue has been raised numerous times in previous
examiner reports but it still remains the biggest problem with candidate technique. The
ability to write answers in context is a vital skill that candidates must display. The use of
context was better in Section C where the questions were focused on two businesses,
Adidas and YouTube. This was likely due to business scenarios that candidates could easily
relate to but centres must encourage learners to always relate answers to the business in
the question.
Answers to levelled questions continue to show improvement. Candidates used clear
structure in answers and good evaluative content was often seen in responses. However,
despite some improvement in recent series the quality of conclusions this year was weak.
A significant number of candidates included a conclusion which adds little value and simply
repeats points made earlier in the answer. The aim of a conclusion should be to arrive at a
supported judgement and focus on the key points that allowed this judgement to be made.
In many cases candidates simply added a summary statement with little understanding of
the issues covered in the question. Centres should use the advice contained in this report as
a way to make further improvements and to look at specific ways to improve the quality of
conclusions.
A weakness that was again apparent this year was poor knowledge of business terms.
The paper aims to assess candidate skills and knowledge of Business Communications.
This cannot be done without an underpinning knowledge of business terminology as
outlined in the specification. Centres are not focusing on many of these areas and as a
result some candidates could not access any marks on some questions because they
clearly had insufficient knowledge to do so. This was particularly apparent in Q9 where an
understanding of revenue was required to answer the question.
Specific examples have been included within the report to highlight the issues and to also
demonstrate exemplar answers. The aim of this report is to help address some of these
issues and give advice to centres on how to avoid repeating any problems in future series.
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Question 1 (b)
The aim of this question was to ease the candidates into the paper and to assess their
general understanding of business communication. ‘Outline’ questions are worth two marks
and therefore require the candidate to include one point of development in responses.
Most candidates were able to identify a reason for using correct spelling and grammar in
written business communication. Those that did not achieve the second mark struggled
to provide a development point as to why this was important to a business. Question 1 is
generic so there was no requirement for context in order to achieve the second mark.

Examiner Comments

This demonstrates the above point. A valid reason
is given by saying the ‘receiver may not understand
the message’ but this is not developed any further.
Therefore only one mark was awarded.

Examiner Comments

Although similar in terms of content to the first
answer, this response was awarded two marks
because a development point has been included. The
reason given is that it ‘makes the communication look
unprofessional’ which is then developed by saying
it ‘can result in a bad reputation’. The development
does not need to be complex but it does need to be
included in order for two marks to be given.

4
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Examiner Tip

Do not neglect technique
on short answers. Losing
one mark on each of these
questions can soon add up and
have a negative effect overall.

Question 1 (c)
Q1(c) was a very straightforward question aimed at testing candidates’ knowledge on
an area of the specification that is frequently covered on this paper – types of oral
communication. These are specifically listed and categorised within the specification. This
categorisation must be a focus for centres as those methods categorised as electronic were
not accepted.
One additional point on this type of question is that the command word is ‘identify’. There is
no need to write the answer in a sentence. Some candidates still insist on writing too much
detail in this type of question and potentially create time issues for themselves later in the
paper.

Examiner Comments

Two correct types of oral communication
are given here – as listed in the
specification. Two marks awarded.

Examiner Comments

Although talking takes place when
using video-conferencing it is
listed as an electronic method of
communication within the specification
(Page 44) and therefore cannot be
accepted as a correct answer. Only one
mark awarded for ‘face-to-face’.

Examiner Tip

Use the categorisation of
communication methods
within the specification to
answer this type of question.
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Question 1 (d)
This was the first ‘explain’ question on the paper and it should be noted that it has not been
asked in the context of a particular business. Therefore no context was required in the
answer to score full marks. Candidates were required to give one benefit of using a strapline
and then to develop this with two linked strands of explanation. One specific issue of this
question was that a significant number of candidates had no knowledge of what a strapline
was.
Use of key connective words such as ‘this leads to’ and ‘because’ helps in structuring
answers to explain questions and should be encouraged when preparing candidates’ exam
technique.

Examiner Comments

This answer demonstrates poor knowledge and poor
technique. There is no indication here that the candidate
understands what a strapline is. The structure of the answer
also indicates a weakness in the candidate’s technique. The
second sentence uses the word ‘also’ which indicates that
they have included a second benefit. The question only
requires one benefit to be explained. Candidates who provide
more than one benefit are awarded no additional marks.
Response was awarded 0 marks.

6
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Question 2 (b)
As in previous series, from Question 2 onwards each question was based on a business
scenario. Therefore the majority of answers required candidates to apply their knowledge
to the business scenario. Question 2(b) was an excellent example of this. It was an ‘explain’
question worth 3 marks. Application/context comes from relating the answer specifically
to the business in the scenario. In this case, as the business was Grange Roofing Ltd the
context should have made reference to roof repairs or home improvements, for instance.
The biggest problem with this question was that candidates did not read the question
carefully and the vast majority explained an advantage to the business rather than to the
customers as required by the question. Even those candidates who did give an advantage to
the customer, developed the answer by saying why this was a good thing for the business
and how it could increase the number of customers or sales.

Examiner Comments

Although a relatively simple and straight-forward
answer this response demonstrates excellent
technique. It shows that an answer does not always
have to demonstrate complex knowledge to achieve full
marks. An advantage is given ‘wants will be more likely
to be communicated successfully’. Two development
points are then included using excellent connective
words – ‘leading to’ and ‘therefore’. All of this has been
written in context by referring to ‘roof repairs’.

Examiner Tip

Exam technique is vital when
answering explain questions.
The use of connectives is a key
way to improve technique.

3 marks awarded.
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Examiner Comments

This answer is not focused on an advantage to
the customer. It explains an advantage to the
business. This type of mistake is quite common
– particularly in earlier questions on the paper.
This is because candidates often rush into
early questions and scan read the question
rather than reading through carefully.
0 marks awarded.

8
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Question 2 (c)
This was another ‘identify’ question aimed at assessing the basic knowledge of the
candidates. In this instance they were expected to name three methods of communication
that Grange Roofing Ltd could use to promote its services. A wide range of methods were
accepted but only those that were realistic for a local roofing business were awarded marks.
Therefore methods such as TV advertising could not be accepted.

Examiner Comments

Three realistic methods given within the
answer therefore three marks awarded. Social
media such as Facebook is now a common
method of advertising for small businesses.

Examiner Comments

A similar answer but the third method
‘adverts’ is not specific enough.
Therefore only two marks awarded.

Examiner Tip

Avoid general answers. Always
try to be specific.
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Question 2 (d)
The distinct issue with the way candidates answered question 2(d) was the lack of context
in answers. It was an accessible question and candidates clearly understood what was
required in the answer. However, because they did not include any context in the answer
relating to Grange Roofing Ltd they were not applying their knowledge and could only be
given two marks at most.

Examiner Comments

An excellent answer which clearly explains the
issue of using leaflets to promote the business.
Effective use of connectives to develop and
explain the disadvantage. However, the key
point of the answer that allows full marks to
be given is the use of context – ‘details about
repairs of roof’. Without this only two marks
would have been given despite an excellent
structure.

10
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Examiner Comments

This answer includes no context but also is
guilty of trying to include two disadvantages
in the answer – customers might not read
the leaflet and ‘very costly’. This is poor
technique as examiners will only accept one
(the one which provides the best response).
The other disadvantage will not be awarded.
Two marks awarded.
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Question 3 (b)
Question 3 was focused on Chessington World of Adventures theme park and how it
communicated with its customers.
3(b) required candidates to list two legal obligations that should be considered when
creating a website. There was no need to state specific legal acts in order to achieve the
marks and as a result many candidates did well on this question. Again, it should be noted
that the question only requires the obligations to be listed so there is no need to explain
why they should be followed.

Examiner Comments

Common answer from candidates.
Two legal obligations clearly listed
therefore two marks awarded.

Examiner Comments

Although this question was generally
well answered there were still a
number of candidates who displayed a
lack of knowledge and simply listed two
design aspects of creating a website.
0 marks awarded here.

12
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Question 3 (c)
This question focused on a disadvantage to a customer of communicating using email. This
made the question specific and required the candidates to develop the answer to explain
a negative impact. Many candidates could not fully develop the answer in relation to the
customer and often reverted to how it would affect the business in a negative way.

Examiner Comments

This answer starts by explaining the
disadvantage to the customer who might get
sent a lot of newsletters and therefore find
this irritating. However, as with many other
candidates, the final point of explanation
is focused on the business – may create a
negative impression. Therefore this answer
could only be awarded 2 marks.
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Question 3 (d)
‘Describe’ questions allowed candidates to achieve marks in a number of different ways.
This could be done through including up to four different layout features or by identifying
a layout feature and then developing this point to say how it would capture the interest of
the reader. A mark is also available in ‘describe’ questions for providing a definition of the
key term – in this case ‘layout’. A key issue with this question was that candidates often got
layout confused with the content of the newsletter or design features.
There are far fewer ‘describe’ questions than ‘explain’ questions on the paper. The technique
required to answer the two questions are different but many candidates are often briefed
well by centres on the technique required to do well on ‘explain’ questions and therefore
also apply it to ‘describe’ questions. This will limit the chance to gain all four marks. One
consistent requirement is to answer the question in the context of the business.

Examiner Comments

There is good detail in this answer and it is clear that the
candidate understands the importance of layout. The
answer focuses on the layout of the text, which is fine and
they discuss three key points of how the text can be used.
However the key issue here is the lack of context. There is
nothing in the answer that relates it to Chessington. The
answer could equally apply to any newsletter.
3 marks awarded.

14
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Examiner Comments

Although this answer talks about different layout
features, it is written in a similar amount of detail
to the first response. The clear difference between
the two answers is that this candidate writes the
answer in context. The reference to theme parks
in the first line jumps out and therefore allows
the examiner to know context is present and that
there is a possibility, should the rest of the answer
be good enough, that full marks can be awarded.
In this case, the rest of the answer is a good
standard so all four marks were awarded.
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Question 4 (b)
When discussing Q1(b), this report covered how ‘outline’ questions are expected to be
answered. Q4(b) is another ‘outline’ question so the same rules apply. However this
question is linked to a specific business (M3 Hair and Beauty) and therefore also needs
the answer to be written in context to be awarded the maximum two marks. This is
something that candidates rarely do with ‘outline’ questions. Many excellent answers, with
development, are confined to just one mark because there is no specific reference in the
answer to the business.

Examiner Comments

There is no context in this answer (the name of
the business is not accepted as context) so it can
achieve no more than one mark.
Candidates should also take into consideration the
nature of the business to give a realistic answer.
Candidates are told that the business is only small
so writing a newsletter is not a suitable method
to pass on the information about expansion.
This is important to note as simply referring to a
communication method is not enough for a mark to
be awarded. It has to be suitable to the situation.

Examiner Tip

No matter what type of question –
context must be included if a specific
business name is referred to in the
question.

16
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Question 4 (c)
This question showed a gap in many candidates’ literary skills in that it was clear that they
understood what a flat organisational structure was, but struggled to explain how it would
benefit the business. Generic answers such as ‘everyone has the same level of responsibility’
were not accepted as even where there is a flat structure some employees have more
responsiblity than others.
Development was often included but, as in other explain questions, the use of context
was very poor. In consequence, very few responses were awarded three marks but a large
number were awarded two.

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a generic answer that was awarded 0
marks. No specific feature of a flat organisational structure
is given. The benefit of employees understanding the
objectives could equally apply to other organisational
structures as well. If this answer focused on improved
communication within a flat structure allowing employees
to fully understand the objectives, then the answer would
have had a clear link to the question.
As it stands it does not do this and was not awarded any
marks.

Examiner Tip

Avoid general answers. Always
try to be specific about the key
term in the question.
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Question 4 (d)
Question 4(d) was the first question on the paper to be assessed using levels. In these
questions, marks were awarded based on assessing which level the answer is in, ranging
from Level 1 up to Level 3. As mentioned in the introduction candidates were responding
much better to these levelled questions, although there were some issues with 4(d).
One area that needed to be developed further in this question is when answers move
between the two options provided. Far too many candidates simply explained the features
of a CV rather than comparing it to a letter in order to make a judgement of what was the
most suitable method of application. This only results in a one-sided answer that does not
answer the question. It should also be noted that answers that include a lot on non-specific
information and do not answer the question will be awarded 0 on levelled questions – even
if there is a lot of content in the answer.
In order to get into Level 3 both evaluation and context were needed. Evaluation could be
seen where a candidate offered balance in their response and considered both the positive
and negative aspects of their opinion or judgement. Context had already been explained
within the paper but also needed to be present in order to be judged a Level 3 answer.

18
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of an answer where
the candidate does not fully understand
the question so they write a lot of general
information in the hope they will pick up
some marks. It is clear that the question
has not been answered here despite a lot
of writing on the page.
0 marks.
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Examiner Comments

Although this answer is a little messy and untidy it
provides an excellent answer. The candidate focuses
on the CV, but evaluates the CV in relation to the letter
by saying why it is better and also why it is not so good.
Context is also included through reference to beauty
treatments. The answer is therefore in Level 3.
To judge if full marks can be given examiners need to
look at the quality of the conclusion to see if it adds any
value to the answer. This does not necessarily need to
be detailed. As can be seen, this answer does have a
worthwhile conclusion because it makes the point that
letters would take too long to read. This is a key point in
judging that CV’s are better.
Full marks awarded.

Examiner Tip

Writing conclusions can be difficult.
Look at good examples to see how
they add value to the answer and
how they can support a judgement.

20
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Question 5 (a)
Q5(a) was the first of the three definition questions. Candidates need to learn the definitions
of the key terms contained in the ‘What students need to learn’ column of the specification.
Many candidates displayed poor knowledge of the term in this question, and of those that
did, few had the necessary techniques to extend their answer to two marks. Responses that
showed some understanding of the term but were not written in a totally accurate way were
awarded 1 mark.
Question 5(a) required candidates to demonstrate their understanding of the term ‘market
share’. A significant number of candidates scored 0 marks because they had no specific
business knowledge of the term. This was disappointing. Even fewer candidates made
reference that market share is a measured term – usually in terms of percentage of sales in
a market.

Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

This answer shows partial knowledge of
the term but does indicate that market
share is measured and a quantitative term.

Revision of key terms within the
specification is a very useful way to prepare
for the exam. Create a list of the key words
and create a glossary of the definitions.

Examiner Comments

Two marks can be awarded for this
response as not only does it demonstrate
accurate knowledge of the term, but it
also recognises that the market share is
measured. This is indicated by the use of
the word ‘proportion’.
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Question 5 (b)
This was another ‘outline with context’ question. This question also suffered from a lack of
contextualisation in responses. Questions 5 and 6 were both based on Adidas and therefore
required candidates to apply their answers to functions carried out at Adidas or the
products offered by the business.
A theme that was repeated from previous years was that candidates were far better at
applying their answers in the longer levelled question rather than in the shorter ‘outline’
and ‘explain’ questions. As a result, many candidates failed to access a significant number of
available marks on the paper.

Examiner Comments

This question also suffered from candidates
not giving specific answers. Candidates were
required to outline a way sound could be used.
The first mark was given for mentioning a specific
way sound could be used e.g. using a song or
music track during an advert. The second mark
was for a development point of how the sound
affected the advertising campaign.
This answer scored 0 marks because it does not
give a way in which sound is used. It only focuses
on why it is used.

22
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Examiner Comments

This answer looks similar to the first but
it actually mentions the way in which the
sound is used – ‘the sound of victory’.
Unlike most answers for this question
there is excellent use of context. Words
such as ‘runner’, ‘race’ and ‘shoes’ all
place the answer in context.
Two marks awarded.
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Question 5 (c)
Question 5(c) was a relatively straight-forward question and was well accessed by
candidates. It followed a theme used many times before in previous papers. However the
issues already mentioned previously about context also affected this question. As a result
most candidates scored two marks rather than three.

Examiner Comments

Good answer but no context
therefore two marks awarded.

Examiner Comments

Similar answer in terms of detail but this time
context is included through reference to ‘Nike’
and ‘Sportswear’. Three marks awarded.

24
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Question 5 (d)
This is the only ‘state and explain with context’ question on the paper. It proved to be a fairly
challenging question with many candidates not fully aware of how Adidas could improve
communications through opening its own stores. Many candidates who did focus on the
advantages and disadvantages often failed to provide sufficient linked strands to score
the full 4 marks on offer for each section, or failed to include context in their answer. This
question is marked as two separate 4 mark questions as per the mark scheme.

Examiner Comments

There are three marks available for the explanation
part of each section. Therefore a candidate must
include enough detail in their response to allow
three marks to be awarded. This example is typical
of many responses where the candidate does not
do this. Both the advantage and disadvantage are
valid therefore one mark for each. However both
explanations only contain one further valid point.
Four marks awarded out of a possible eight.
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Question 6 (a)
Question 6(a) was the second definition question on the paper and was well answered.
The majority of candidates had a good understanding of the term ‘brand awareness’
but struggled in the wording of their answer. This often resulted in candidates who gave
answers which merely repeated the term in the definition, e.g. ‘When a customer is aware of
a brand’.

Examiner Comments

One mark for this response as it shows that
the candidate has some understanding
of the term but has struggled to write a
definition worthy of two marks.

Examiner Comments

This is a similar answer to the first response but
this time the candidate also adds an example.
If this example is relevant then this allows the
response to be given two marks rather than one.

Examiner Tip

If struggling to find the exact wording
for a definition use an example. This
can elevate a response to two marks.

26
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Question 6 (b)
Question 6(b) was the best answered ‘outline with context’ question on the paper. This was
mainly because candidates included context more often. Any issues on this question tended
to be where candidates would give a benefit to Adidas rather than Manchester United as the
question asked.

Examiner Comments

This response has been included in the report
in order to highlight how easy it is to improve
an answer from one to two marks on this style
of question. At first glance this looks to be a
good answer but this response scored one mark
because the words that could be considered as
context – such as ‘Manchester United’, ‘Adidas’
and ‘kit’ are all included in the wording of the
question. Therefore they cannot be accepted.
If the candidate had just added the word
‘football’ before kit then this would have allowed
context to be accepted and therefore two marks.

Examiner Tip

Words that are included in the
wording of the question cannot
be accepted as context.
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Question 6 (c)
This question was answered well by the majority of candidates. There was a good
understanding of how having a second logo on the football strip could negatively affect
Adidas. Many candidates applied their answer appropriately to the scenario by including
reference to sport/Chevrolet.

Examiner Comments

Good answer but no context
therefore two marks.

Examiner Comments

Context has been included in this answer by referring to
Chevrolet. This allows three marks to be awarded.
Note that the word Chevrolet is not included in the
question. It is in the stem before the question. Therefore it
can be accepted as context.

28
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Question 6 (d)
This question had the command word ‘assess’. This meant that a candidate needed to write
an evaluative response to reach 5 marks or more in the mark scheme. Some candidates saw
the phrase ‘assess the benefits’ and this led them to write a one-sided response that only
considered the benefits of Adidas using the sport of football to communicate its products.
One-sided answers could only score 4 marks in total.
To enter Level 3, candidates had to have sufficient development in their response and then
also provide evidence of balance and contextualisation. It was pleasing to see that many
candidates were doing this and providing Level 3 responses. Once the response was placed
in Level 3, the quality of the evaluation and the conclusion determined whether it was
awarded 6, 7 or 8 marks. As mentioned earlier, the quality of conclusions tended to be poor
and is a clear area that centres should be working on.
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Examiner Comments

A very good answer that includes detailed
evaluative comment. Context is also present in
the answer so therefore it is placed in Level 3.
However, there is no conclusion in the answer so
it cannot be awarded any more than six marks.

30
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Examiner Comments

Another detailed answer which, because of the
reasons given in the first response, is also in
Level 3. This candidate has also included a good
conclusion. This conclusion displays a good
technique in writing conclusions – the ‘it depends’
rule. This rule helps to identify key factors that
would influence the decision whether it was a good
or bad idea for Adidas. This shows the candidate is
considering key factors to support any judgement.
This response was given full marks.

Examiner Tip

The ‘it depends’ rule is an
excellent technique to use
when writing conclusions.
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Question 7
This was the final definition question on the paper and followed a similar trend to the
other two questions. It can be difficult to provide a perfect definition and many candidates
struggle with the levels of literacy to express their ideas into words. As a result the answer
demonstrates that the candidate understands the term but it is not written well enough to
gain both of the marks available.

Examiner Comments

This is an example which demonstrates
a lack of knowledge. The candidate
writes a definition which is inaccurate
and therefore scores 0 marks.

Examiner Comments

A perfect definition which
scores two marks.

32
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Question 8
The final outline question on the paper concerned factors that need to be considered when
creating a website for a business. Candidates demonstrated good knowledge of these
factors although some did not read the question properly and named legal obligations in
their answer. As in other questions, candidates struggled to apply this factor to how it would
actually be implemented by YouTube.

Examiner Comments

This answer identifies a factor that must be
considered when creating a website, i.e. ‘technical
considerations’. It is then developed by adding
information about why this is important to
YouTube. What is important about this example
is that this is done with relevance to YouTube.
The reference to videos is the key point. Very few
candidates did this successfully on this question.
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Question 9
A major issue with Question 9, as in previous series, was that candidates did not respond
to the command word in the question. This was a ‘discuss’ style question which required
candidates to consider both sides of an issue in the answer. The question asked for
candidates to discuss the benefits of using the amount of revenue received to measure the
success of the website. The majority of candidates had poor understanding of what revenue
is and therefore struggled to get any marks. Those that did understand the question tended
to only described the positive aspects of using revenue to measure the success of YouTube’s
website.
In order to access Level 3, candidates should have also considered possible negative aspects
in order to make a judgement as to the issues concerning revenue as a measuring tool.
This could be done through considering other factors that are more important. Where
candidates only considered the advantages of using revenue they could score no higher
than 4 marks.

34
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Examiner Comments

Poor understanding and knowledge was
common in this question. This was quite
widespread and this example is indicative
of many responses. Nothing in the answer
indicates that the candidate has a satisfactory
understanding of what revenue is and
therefore cannot access the question.
0 marks awarded.
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Question 10
Despite this question being worth 10 marks the principles of answering it are the same as
explained earlier in question 4(d) and question 6(d). The command word is ‘assess’ so a
balanced answer is expected which is written in the context of KSI and/or YouTube.
There was a better quality to the evaluative comment included in this answer with an
increased number of candidates using the context of the question when providing their
opinions. This meant that a large number of candidates gave answers that were judged
to be in Level 3. However, for reasons already mentioned in this report, the quality of
conclusions tended to be poor and as a result not many candidates scored more than eight
marks for this question.

36
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Examiner Comments

An excellent answer that gives a balanced
argument assessing the impact of
advertising on KSI’s YouTube channel.
However only a token conclusion has
been attempted which does not attempt
to arrive at a supported conclusion.
This response was therefore awarded
eight marks which was quite a common
trend on this question.

38
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Examiner Comments

This is an interesting answer because of the conclusion.
The candidate does not actually reach a decision. They say
it can be both good and bad. Normally this would not be a
good idea in a question such as this. However the reasons
for being open to both sides of the argument are well
supported and look at depending factors. This shows a good
evaluation of the business scenario and was acceptable.
It was awarded ten marks.
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Paper summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

42

•

Always include the correct level of detail in answers. Use the space allocated on the
exam paper as a guide to help you – it has been allocated to allow all of the necessary
detail to be included.

•

Do not neglect to develop technique for shorter questions. Although they are worth
fewer marks individually, collectively they can have a large influence on the final grade.

•

Writing answers in context is vital. If a business is referred to in the wording of the
question, then some part of the answer must be applied to that specific business.

•

Always include balance in levelled questions. This allows evaluative comments to be
made and therefore marks in the higher levels to be accessed.

•

Develop skills for writing effective conclusions. A conclusion must not simply repeat
what has been said earlier in the answer. It must add value to the answer by focusing on
a key point that has had the largest influence on opinion/decisions.

•

Specific subject knowledge is very important. It is very difficult to gain a good mark if a
candidate only has vague knowledge of the specification.

•

Do not use extra paper unless you absolutely have to. Candidates should be able to
answer all questions in the space provided. All examination papers are marked by the
same examining team. There is no truth in the rumour that using extra paper will result
in a senior examiner marking your script(s).
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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